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Swiftys Luxury Car Storage in Montreal offers secured facility for all types of vehicles

Montreal entrepreneurs, Jim Wyant and Matthew Swift-Brennan, provide car storage in their secure,
privately-located humidity and temperature-controlled facility, as well as professional luxury car detailing.

Oct. 31, 2008 - PRLog -- With the snowy weather fast approaching, Montreal entrepreneurs, Jim Wyant
and Matthew Swift-Brennan, have a simple solution for car owners who want to store their cars for the
winter – their privately-located humidity and temperature-controlled facility!

Swift-Brennan says, “the premises are outfitted with the latest security and camera systems with 24-hour
surveillance by a sophisticated, insurance agency-approved alarm company. As well, we offer 24/7 video
feed viewing via the Internet. These measures give our clients peace of mind, knowing that their vehicles
are safe and sound. Our mission at Swiftys is to provide our clients with a worry-free confidence that we
are taking care of their vehicles as if they were our own. We also offer valet service for delivery and
pick-up of cars within the Montréal area.”

Swiftys Luxury Car Storage also provides short and long-term storage for motorcycles, trailers, ATV's,
boats, jet-skis and other recreational vehicles.

In addition to vehicle storage, the company offers professional car rejuvenation and detailing services.
Swift-Brennan states, “the high performance products we use are custom formulated to each vehicle's
needs, and by combining our state-of-the-art equipment and top quality treatments, we create an ultimate
car care process that brings a new level of detail and life to each vehicle. Visit our Web site at
www.swiftys.ca to see detailing examples or to view images of our spotless facility. You will find that our
service is exemplary.”

# # #

Swiftys Luxury Car Storage offers long and short-term car storage in Montreal in addition to professional
car detailing and rejuvenation services. The facility provides 24-hour surveillance and vehicles can be seen
over the Internet 24/7.
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